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STEAM THROUGH 
STRUCTURE 

WITH HAMPSHIRE SECONDARY SCHOOL NETWORK



Hampshire Primary STEAM Network 

THE PROJECT 
Between January and September 2017, Gosport-based Bridgemary School led a STEAM 
Network in the area, to build links between the arts and sciences and provide high-quality 
learning opportunities in the process. Working in partnership with artists local to each 
school, as well as Winchester Science Centre, the programme explored how collaborative, 
creative approaches could link and enrich learning across the whole curriculum. As part of 
this, a CPD programme for teachers and practitioners took place, as well as opportunities 
for pupils to gain an Arts Award, and support for participating schools to work towards 
their Artsmark award.  
 An initial Network meeting day at Artswork in Southampton allowed for time to be 
inspired by the range of partners and resources available to the schools involved. Emma 
Cairns, Associate Senior Leader and Head of Art and Technology at Bridgemary School 
filled us in on how the work took shape.  
 At the meet-up, the Network discussed “various means of creating a foundation for 
the project”, she explains. “We established and shared in planning around the theme of 
‘Structures’”. Due to a variety of different needs per school, it was decided that a range of 
approaches would be taken, with clusters of schools working on different projects 
together.  

“For some schools in the Network, a collapsed 
timetable for a fortnight was the way forward. For 
others, it was as an after-school activity. For us at 
Bridgemary, it was a term’s worth of work.” 

(Emma Cairns, Bridgemary School) 



 

THE PEOPLE 
PARTNERS & PRACTITIONERS:  
• Hampshire Secondary STEAM Network 

(led by Bridgemary School) 
• Winchester Science Centre 
• SEARCH Museum, Gosport 
• Splodge Designs 
• Bridgemary Carnival Association 
• STEAMCo 
• STEM Ambassadors 

• Arts University Bournemouth (AUB) 
• BAE Systems 
• CEMAST Engineering College 
• Academy of Music and Sound 
• Y Services 
• St Vincent’s College 
• Solent Local Enterprise Partnership 

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS: 
• Bridgemary School 
• Rowner Primary School 
• Christ the King College 

• Cowplain School 
• Wildern School 
• Admiral Lord Nelson School 
• Woodlands School 



INSPIRATION & PLANNING  
As part of the Network meet-up day at 
Artswork, attendees were presented with a 
range of talks and activities to inspire new 
ways of thinking and planning for the 
forthcoming project. STEAMco’s Nick 
Corston talked about using STEAM to 
power communities to inspire children 
with creativity, and teachers took part in a 
STEAM activity based around creating and 
launching rockets in teams. 
 “We also had a Literacy-focused 
meeting where we were presented with 
various ideas for using Literacy techniques 
that involved the use of creative and 
kinaesthetic learning to aid progress”, 

explains Emma. “We were encouraged to 
invite staff members from our school, so I 
brought along our Learning Resource 
Manager (Librarian), as I knew she would 
be keen in supporting the driving of 
Literacy through the project.”  
 Harry Hornsbury from Winchester 
Science Centre also met with schools 
regularly to assist in planning and help aid 
in finding the links that could be made 
within the different school projects.  
 “He even met with me during half 
term to assist in arranging STEM 
Ambassadors for our STEAM fete”, 
enthuses Emma.  

 

Students were asked for their opinions on the project



CLOSE UP: BRIDGEMARY 
SCHOOL & THE HUNGER 

GAMES  
Having had previous success with a Harry 
Potter-themed STEAM project, Bridgemary 
School decided to base their ‘Structures’ 
work around themes taken from the 
popular book and film series, The Hunger 
Games. “Students completed cross-
curricular tasks, connecting their work 
creatively through the over-arching theme”, 
says Emma. “They learnt about polymers 
and designed and created their own ‘victor 
parachutes’”, to safely transport eggs from 
a height to the ground without cracking 
them. After looking at bridges as 
structures, pupils worked with local 
company, Splodge Designs to create 
‘Tower Bridge’ for a carnival.  

Developing partnerships with STEM 
Ambassadors greatly enriched the project, 
she believes. “Students received high 
quality information and feedback from 
experts within STEM fields.”  
The school also developed the role of 
STEAM Student Ambassadors, to work 
alongside teachers in the planning of a 
STEAM project for Year 9 pupils. “We want 
to ensure the legacy of STEAM can be 

sustained”, she explains. “Students have 
said they want more STEAM projects!”  

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOMES 
As part of The Hunger Games focus, pupils 
were given a Literacy Challenge - to read 
all the books in the series and take 
Accelerated Reader Quizzes.  
 “The reading initiative gave some 
reluctant readers a ‘reason' to read”, Emma 
explains. “The chance to enter a raffle was 
a great motivator.” Teachers reported more 
positive attitudes towards reading and 
improved motivation during library 
sessions too, as well as greater confidence 
in personal reading abilities. Not only that, 
but they noted “greater vocabulary [being] 
used when discussing the books with their 
peers”. They also saw more students 
‘reading for pleasure’ in the school library 
during break times. Library loans 
increased, with 60 recorded loans of The 
Hunger Games series during the project. 
38 of these loans were by boys, and 22 by 
girls. 15 students also purchased their own 
copies to read at home. Bridgemary 



featured a ‘Reader of the Month’ honour in 
their School Newsletter, and some parents 
even took an interest in reading the books 
themselves, which Emma believes 
“encouraged and supported their child to 
read”. The library reported a boost in 
attendance from pupils during school but 
also before school too. “They were given a 
hot chocolate to enjoy while they read”, 
Emma says.  
In terms of attendance, the school saw an 
increase when compared to the previous 
academic year. “The average attendance 
of that cohort from the year before was 
92.3%. A year later, during the STEAM 

project, we recorded an attendance of 
93.5%”. Behavioural changes were 
observed too. “This was a real success”, 
Emma enthuses. To their amazement, 
incidences of bad behaviour during the 
STEAM project halved. “One can only 
conclude that a creative curriculum better 
engages and challenges our students”, she 
says.  
 Students were asked for their own 
opinions on the project through a student 
evaluation process. 70% of students 
agreed that a cross-curricula project like 
STEAM made a difference to their learning. 
74% said they would like other subjects to 
get involved with future STEAM projects, 
and 83% said they would like another 
STEAM project to be taught in Year 9. 86% 
voted for another 6-week-long STEAM 
project.  

During Learning Enrichment Activities 
Programme (LEAP) time, students were 
able to further their STEAM engagement 
through working towards an Arts Award. 
Two members of staff completed their 
training at Arts Award Discover and 
Explore levels, which, building on pre-
existing training of other staff members, 
allowed the school to offer Discover-Silver 
Arts Award opportunities. “Through the 
Arts Award, students learnt and worked 
with Splodge Design. They re-taught what 
they had learnt back to their teachers, and 
assisted in the planning and running of our 
STEAM fete.”  

“It was a real pleasure to 
visit [Bridgemary]. The 
students were great and 
certainly the best I have 
worked with so far as a 
STEM Ambassador. I know 
how much hard work goes 
into what you created. A 
cross-curricular project 
with real outcomes is not 
easy!” 

(Stem Ambassador)



THE STEAM FETE:                
‘TO INFINITY AND BEYOND!’  

The fete provided an opportunity for 
students to engage other students in 
learning. “It allowed us as a school to 
develop links with our local Higher 
Education facilities, careers and job 
opportunities within the community too”, 
says Emma. “The whole school was invited 
to be a part of STEAM and complete 
various themed activities on the day, to 
contribute to the ‘house cup’. Furthermore, 
it gave all teachers in the school the 
chance to be a part of STEAM - making it 
inclusive for all.”  

 With the support from Artswork, the 
school was able to acquire necessary 
resources to create an inspiring Arts Award 
process for pupils. “It also allowed us CPD 
as an Art and Technology department, to 
work with local artists in engineering 
carnival costumes.” Emma says they would 
like to be able to consider further 
ambitious outfits for future productions 
and carnivals. “The fete also allowed us to 
plan future opportunities for our students, 
through Higher Education providers such 
as CEMAST and the Arts University 
Bournemouth.”  
At the time of writing, Bridgemary School 
is working towards an Artsmark award, 
with the school aspiring towards achieving 
Platinum status. As well as this, “the 
success of STEAM and our involvement 
with Artswork has seen us appoint a 
Governor to take responsibility of 
monitoring arts and culture within the 
school”, says Emma. 

“It makes the work fun 
without you realising it is 
challenging.” 

(Student)



CHALLENGES & REFLECTIONS  
TIME 
“On top of a full school timetable and 
running a department and putting on a 
STEAM fete, there never appeared to be 
enough time to lead and run this as just 
one member of staff”, says Emma. “The 
school should consider having a STEAM 
lead who has allocated time to be able to 
plan and deliver the work as part of the 
curriculum.” She believes this would show 
a greater commitment to developing 
STEAM within the school too.  
 As the lead school for the STEAM 
Network, there were additional challenges 
in sorting the division of funding between 
schools. “As an Academy, we had to seek 
approval from the TKAT financial team to 
ensure we were okay to proceed as the 
lead school”, Emma explains. “A lot of my 
time had to be used to communicate the 
arrangement of finances and this would be 
easier if it could have been dealt with via a 
separate source.”  

ARTS AWARD 
Initially, 42 students (a mixture of students 
from Pupil Premium) were invited to work 
towards an Arts Award - Emma explains 
that they were offered the opportunity as a 
‘reward’ for their work on The Hunger 
Games projects. Out of those 42, only 21 
achieved an Arts Award. “With hindsight, I 
wish this had been open to all students, as 
it would have been interesting to see how 
many would have signed up.”  

STAFF CHANGES 
In the midst of the project, the Head of 
Maths, the Head of Science, and another 
Maths teacher all left the school. To ensure 
the legacy of STEAM, Bridgemary had to 
work to ‘induct’ several new members of 
staff, to make sure the project could 
continue to be a success.  

EXTERNAL VISITORS 
Visitors offering a workshop for the STEAM 
fete had to provide ID, complete a DBS 
check, Risk Assessment for their stall and 
planned activity, and Public Liability 
Insurance. “This meant we had some stalls 
pull out. Of the 23 people who were in 
contact, 12 were able to be at the fete. 6 
said they would like to get involved if we 
do it again next year.”  

“[STEAM] gives students 
continuity in their overall 
curriculum and learning.” 

(Teacher)



APPROACHING SIMILAR 
WORK IN THE FUTURE 
“The model of these projects 
demonstrated has success again in the 
delivery of this, our second STEAM project. 
It proves it is sustainable as a model for 
delivering an interwoven curriculum”, 
Emma says. For future projects, she says 
the school would “adopt the same model 
again”. This includes work on a STEAM 
project for Year 9 pupils at Bridgemary. 
“We have already started to discuss 
themes!”  
 Developing Arts Award alongside the 
STEAM projects allowed students to take 
their learning further, she says. “Using the 
STEM Ambassador, the Arts Award 
students were able to meet and receive 
feedback from someone in the industry in 
relation to their own model bridges and 
bridge costumes for the carnival. This gave 
a greater depth to their work, having an 
expert rather than a teacher giving the 
feedback.”  
 The STEAM fete allowed students to 
really have fun with their learning, and try 
things they hadn’t tried before. “I can see 
the fete developing further by getting 
students to run their own stalls.” Emma 
sees the potential for this work to be 
carried out during LEAP sessions, as part 
of pupils working towards Silver Arts 
Award.  
 New partnerships were also created 
with Higher Education providers (CEMAST 
and the Arts University Bournemouth). “We 

are now working with them to help deliver 
content to our GCSE students”, says Emma. 
 Most importantly, Emma strongly 
believes that “a designated person needs 
designated time. STEAM time!”  
 The majority of the time she spent on 
preparing and planning these projects was 
personal time “as no time was allocated 
during the school timetable”.  
“Cover for me to be able to do evaluations 
was most welcome, in ensuring reflections 
could be made, as well as the gathering of 
evidence to support the evaluations.” 
However, she states, “this time will only be 
made available if the Government, 
Academy or School is willing to invest in a 
STEAM lead, and/or a STEAM technician”.  
Mentally preparing for the journey itself is 
crucial, says Emma. “You need staff to be 
willing and prepared for all the ups and 
downs throughout the projects.”  
 As well as this, uniting subject areas 
with a shared goal really aids in connecting 

“Cross-curriculum links are 
essential to a child’s 
understanding and 
interdependence, for 
overlapping knowledge, 
and drawing connections 
between concepts” 

(Teacher)



the dots. “We found that having the 
learning attached to the school rewards 
system was pivotal in uniting the STEAM 
subject areas and allowing it to have a 
strong Literacy foundation”.  
 Basing the project around a book 
meant that the school could ensure that 
Literacy was being evidenced in lessons. 
Plus, there is clear evidence it motivated 
students to read. “I loved The Hunger 
Games series. I wouldn’t have normally 
read all of the books, but I did”, said one 
male pupil. “I enjoyed reading the books in 
the library before school with a hot 
chocolate”, said another.  
“The reading challenge was an amazing 
opportunity to raise the profile of reading”, 
explained the school’s Librarian, Mrs 
Sweetenham. “The buzz from the students 
created a positive step forward in 
engaging reluctant and struggling readers 

and encouraging them to improve their 
reading skills.” 
 Emma would also recommend 
creating STEAM Student Ambassadors so 
that future work can be carried out by 
students themselves. “They could then 
mentor other students on STEAM projects, 
or be used as reading buddies to support 
low readers in accessing the stories.”  
 There is a definite need for work to 
continue, she believes. We asked her how 
she would go about doing this. “It has to 
be about building on the links established, 
embedding opportunities for STEM 
Ambassadors to come in and see the work 
made by the whole year group.”  
 “Using the school’s LEAP period 
allows students to continue with their 
learning from their lessons through the 
Arts”, she explains. “It adds a richer 
contextualisation for their studies and 
allows them to further embed their 
knowledge of the subject, whilst gaining 
confidence through the Arts.”  

PROGRESSION ROUTES FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
Sadly, though not unexpectedly, funding 
weighs heavy on future initiatives. Emma 
sees the potential for future Year 8s to 
work on their Arts Award, but says “the 
deciding factor will be whether the school 
can afford to pay for it for students, or if 
the parents have to pay.”  
“Our Transition programme now focuses 
on STEAM and provides a natural 
transition that runs parallel to the Primary 

“We have just finished the 
Arts Award adviser 
training. Just wanted to say 
thank you for signing me 
up - all very interesting and 
can’t wait to start applying 
this knowledge!” 

(Ashlee Spink, Art Technician and Freelance 
Illustrator)



Curriculum, where an overarching theme is 
used to the delivery STEAM subject areas 
and theories”. The school has plans to 
further its links with Higher Education too, 
embedding connections into their KS4 
Curriculum, “to allow greater insight into 
Higher Education routes post-16”.  
  

 

“I would have liked the opportunity to have 
visited other schools, both Primary and 
Secondary, to see their school work in 
action, and their physical outcomes”, 
something she hopes might be 
incorporated in future work.  
 Emma is pleased with the success of 
the project, and feels that, despite its 
challenges, the hard work very much paid 
off.  “Thank you for the opportunity to be a 
part of the STEAM Network, and to work 
with external providers. We must allow Art 
to have a place in the curriculum.” 

“The STEAM fete let us 
have fun but also helped 
us learn things too.” 

(Pupil)
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